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concentration of the Rcids. In the second place it is not an easy matter to separate the
arsenic and selenium when in the form of sulphides. r tried sh'?ng solution of carbonate
of ammonia, hoping to dissolve the arsenic, leaving the selenium and lead, and separating
these by means of cyanide of potassium.

On carrying out this process with acid purposely contaminated with known quantities
of selenium a considerable loss took place.

r next tried to make available the reaction in the nitrometer for quantitative purposes.
A known quantity of selenium (vitreous form) was dissolved by heat in pure sulphuric acid.
The solution was of a dark green colour, having no resemblance to the disputed samples
which were all of a rich brown colour, and on shaking with mercury the whole of the
selenium was precipitated in the am0rphous form as a red powder. It was also precipitated
in the same way by water, so that the artificial sample behaved in a different manner to
the original samples.

These differences, however, partially disappeared either on boiling for about two hours

or on exposure to light.
On exposing the green coloured selenised acid to sunshine for a day, it became of a

reddish brown tint. It was still precipitated by water, and on shaking with mercury the
formation of the black powder was noticed to a slight extent.

The boiled sample was also precipitated by water, but r found that the black powder
•separated by agitation with mercury was not constant in composition, it contained free

selenium along with selenide of mercury, for it partially dissulved in hot H.SO to a greenish

coloured solution.
Sulphurous acid was the next reagent tried.
My standard solution of selenium contained .5 grammes in 200 C.c. of pure sulphuric

acid, hence 1 C.c. = '0025. This solution was made in the cold, and fine determinations
were made with varying quantities of selenised acid with the following results:-

Se. found. Se. calculated.

No.1 '0023 '0025
No.2 '00l) '01
No.3 '009 '01
No.4 '0024 '0025
No.5 '0075 '0075

Similar experiments were now made with the same acid solution after boiling with
hydrochloric acid, with very similar results.

This process was now tried on two of the original samples, both alone and with the
addition of hydrochloric acid. The results of the experiments were as follows :-

Without HCl.

No.1 20 c.c. gave '048 grammes.

No.2 20 c.c. gave '07 "

With ,HOI.

No.1 20 c.c. gave '052 grammes.
No.2 20 c.c. gave '076 "

Sulphuric acid of a gravity of 1·604 correspon ling to chamber strength seems to have
very little solvent power for selenium, and, combining this fact with the results of the above
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And laRtly, the process is continuous instead of intermittent as in Xoxheth's tube, the
result of which is that perfect extraction can be obtained in a shorter time.

I have found this apparatus to work well with coarse fibrous substances, such as oil
cakes; finer powders, such as cocoa, do not allow the ether to pass quickly, and a much
greater length of time is required.

It is obvious t.hat the apparatus could be used for other purposes than the extraction
of fat-e.g., for the extraction of alkaloids from bark by means of alcohol, &c.

In the discussion which ensued
Mr. Hehner said, that it was difficult to make any observations on any new form of

ether apparatus, seeing that during the last few years at least 100 different forms had been
proposed. He himself was perfectly satisfied with the Xoxbeth tube, the advantages of
which were, that it worked without any attention being given it, and that a whole milk dish
could be pnt into it.

Mr. Harland said that the apparatus was more applicable to the extraction of
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Fint.-It does not measure the soap-destroying power of any water, the hardness of
which exceeds 16°; washerwomen not being in the habit of diluting the water they have
to use by adding distilled water until the total hardness is less than 16°.

Secondly.-It does net, in any case, measure the lime with any degree of accuracy,

and in many instances will under-indicate its amount very considerably.
Thirdly.-It altogether fails in the presence of anything like considerable amounts

of magnesia. ,
Fourthly.-It lacks the most essential character indispensable to any workable

volumetric method, viz., that one and the same measure of the standard solution, should,
within fairly elastic limits, indicate always the same amount of the substance to be
measured, it being notorious (see Clark's several tables) that the indications fil~ctuate for

equal measures by nearly 30 per cent.
Fijthly.-The directions given by the various wrHers on the subject as to the indica

tions given by the solutions not only disagree, but are absolutely contradictory; and
Lastly. -The soap solution, even if made with much alcohol, does not keep.
Almost anyone of these reasons by itself would have been sufficient to induce analysts to

abandon any other volumetric method suffering from like deformititls, but the " soap test"
has survived in spite of them all. It follows, either that the method is so indispensable
that it must be used although defective, or that its indications are accepted as_merely
approximate and devoid of any claims to accuracy. It is easy to show that not the former
but the latter ofthese alternatives furnishes the true explanation: Thus, if one reads that one
well-known author directs for the preparation of the Standard soap solution 10 gramme'!
of Castile soap to be dissolved in 1 litre of alcohol and water, without any subsequent standard
ising being requisite; and for that of the Sta,ndard calcium' solution (the use of which is
optional), 1'11 grammes of calcium chloride to be dissolved to a similar bulk; it is evident that
the faith of the eminent chemist alluded to, in either of his Standards (save the mark I), must
be remarkably small. I venture to say that not one sample of Castile soap of the precisely
requisite composition can be found in the market, and I have yet to see the pure, anhydrous
and non-alkaline calcium chloride fit for making a stardard solution. Besides, not 10, but
9'82 grammes of Castile soap, containing 60 per cent. of olive oil would be theoretically
required to give a solution of the proper strength.

The reaction between soap solution and calcium and magnesium salts has been largely
misunderstood, and a great deal of misapprehension and difficulty has been produced
by the incomplete knowledge of that reaction. If' sodium oleate, and calcium and
magnesium salts in their mutual action produced nothing else but calcium and magnesium
oleates and neutral sodium compounds, there won,ld be no reason whatever why waters of
any hardness should not be correctly tested by the soap method, or why the presence of
magnesia should create the slightest difficulty.

A very simple and striking experiment however, shows that the reaction instead of being
a mere double decomposition is a much more intricate one. If a solution of soap, which
must be perfectly neutral to phenolphthaleine, be poured into distilled water containing
some of that indicator, the deep violet colour produced conclusively proves the liberation of
a large amount of free alkali or of a basic oleate. This reaction justifies the statement
which is commonly made in explanation of the detergent action of soap, but no colouring
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the action of milk. This viewed from a chemical standpoint may mean solely that the milk
when it passes into the udder of the cow does not contain butyric acid, but that butyric
acid is generated entirely in the llUll.eal glands.

We have put this forward simply as a view, which mayor may not be upheld by
subsequent investigations, but still the probability of the fact btling as we state is q,uikl
sufficient to justify its being mentioned.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE EXAMINATION OF THE FIXED OILS.

By WILLIAM Fox, F.e.S.

Read before the Society of Public Analysts, on May 30th, 1883.

IT is well known that animal and vegetable oils, on ·exposure to the atmosphere, ltecome
in ~ime of a mncilaginous consistency, or in some cases are converted into solid masses.
The length of time required to produce this change varies to a considerable extent with the
different oils; linseed oil becomes quite solid in a few days, while olive oil only becomes
slightly thick in several weeks. These two oils may be taken as the extremes in their power
of absorbing oxygen, and it is to this p1'Operty, a property possessed by (to some degree) all
animal and vegetable oil, that this " drying" or " thickening" of the oil is due.

This property is explained in text-books by t.he stat.ement that the oleic acid of the
olive oil and the linoleic acid of the linseed oil possesses a great affinity for oJ:ygen. This
I find not to be the case: neither oleic nor linoleic acids when pnre absorb any oxygen, as
the following experiments will show :-

The acids were obtained by saponifying olive and linseed oils with caustic potash,
decomposing with hydrochloric acid without using an excess, filtering and washing with water
at 1000 F. The acids were then washed into a separating flask and taken up with dry ether;
this was repeated several times. The ether distilled off, the acids were obtained without
having been heated over 1000 F., thus reducing the risk of their absorbing oxygen during
preparation.

Weighed quantities of the acids thus obtained were then sealed up in glass tubes, and
maintained at a temperature of 2200 F. in an oil bath for six days without absorbing any
trace of oxygen, proving that the absorption of oxygen is not due to the oleic or linoleic
acids present in the oils.

Thin strips of lead were suspended in the product obtained as described, without losing
any weight, though the lead was in contact with the acids several days at 2200 F.

While estimating the quantity of oxygen absorbed by olive oil, a great difference was
noticed in several samples. This at first was supposed to be due to adulteration with other
oils, until those samples which absorbed an abnormal quantity of oxygen were found to be
rancid and to contain quantities of free acid. On heating these samples to 4000 F., this free
acid was expelled, and then the oil absorbed the same quantity of oxygen as those which
were sweet and contained no free acid.

This I find to be the case with all the vegetable oils: the larger the. amount of oxygen
absorbed, the larger amount of free acid they contain.
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1j

The lawyer for the defendant asked for her. discharge, on the ground that guilty
knowledge had not been proved, and that sub-division 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th, and the
1st section of sub-division 7th must be construed in connection with the words in the first
sub-division, as found in section 3 (B) of the act.

As the decision of the court is important, we give it in full.
First District Court of the City of Newark.-Henry Negles v. Mary McGrath.

Tried before the Court, May 24th, 18S3.
The Court, Fort J.: This is an action under the act to prevent the adulteration of

food or drugs, approved March 25, 1881, and the supplement thereto, approved March
23, 1883. 'rhe complaint in this case is for this: that the defendant did offf'r for sale an
article of food, being milk, which was adulterated within the meaning and in violation of
said act, in this, that a valuable constituent of said milk had been in part abstracted:
that said milk was an imitation of, and offered for sale as pure milk, whereas the same
was impure.

The evidence in this cause shows that the highest percentage of water in pure milk is
88 an!i the solids are 12 per cent. The defendant in this case keeps a store at No. 388,
Broad Street, in the city of Newark, wherein she sells milk by the pint, quart, &c. In the
present month, Henry Negles, the plaintiff, Milk Inspector of the city of Newark, visited
her place of business, and procured a quantity of milk there on sale, and delivered it to
Shipman Wallace, Esq., Chemist of the State Board of Health, who examined it and found
that the said milk contained 89 per cent. of water and 11 per cent. of milk solids. It was
further in evidence that 3 per cent. of the 12 per cent. of solids in pure milk was what the
chemist denominated fat, or cream; that in the milk found in the defendant's possession
this fat was founel to be only 1'84, being 1'12 short of normal. The testimony of the
Health Physician, Dr. Mandeville, is that such milk for some purposes is impure and
unhealthy.

The defendant denies having abstracted any constituent from said milk, or that she
knew that said milk was impure, and offered it for sale as pure. By the express language
of the act under which these suits are brought, it is provided "that no person shall
manufacture, have, offer for sale, or sell any article of food, or drugs, which is adulterated
within the meaning of this act;" any person violating its provisions shall be liable to a
penalty in the first instance of 50 dollars. By the second section of the act is provided
that the term food, as used in this act, shall include every article used as food or drink by
man. It is insisted that as the defendant had no knowledge, or claimed to have none,
of the abstraction or adulteration in this case, no convidi8n can be had under this act.

We cannot give this construction to this law. The first section is broad enough to
cover, not only the person who offers for sale, or sells, but any person who may have any
article of food which is adulterated within the meaning of the act, in their possession for
sale. In this case the defendant admits that she had the milk on sale, that she had sold
some of it, and there is no dispute under the evidence, if the testimony of the chemist is
true, but that a valuable constituent, to wit: 1'12 parts of the cream of this milk had been
abstracted, or in other words, this was what the chemist called" skimmed milk."

Secondly.-If the chemist's testimony is true, it is also proven in this case that the
milk had by the defendant was adulterated by the addition of some foreign substance,
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Cross-examined by Mr. Cottingham:
Q. Have you recommended prosecutions in a great number of cases? A. I never recommend

prosecutions. I only give my .certificate. I have nothing to do with prosecutions. I only know when
a prosecution has taken place.

Q. How many prosecutions can you call to mind in which you haTe given a certificate of 4 per cent.
added water? A. As it happens I have not amongst the 820 samples of milk a single one which is 4
per cent. j I have one or two 5 per cent. They are generally either above 9 or very much below 9. I
,ive them as adulterated to the extent of 5 or 10 per cent.. The great majority have more than 10 per cent.

Re-examined by Mr. Gully :-
Q. In thi. case the fatty solids are low? A. Yes.
Q. Were there prosecutions in those cases you spoke of where the adulteration was 5 per cent.?

A. Yes, and no protest generally: there was some explanation why it must be so; either that the milk
had been left standing in the rain, or that the milk had ran short and they were obliged to buy some, or
something like that-clearly indicating to my mind a. knowledge that it was adulterated.

Q. Do you put it in round figures or decimals? A. Always in round figures-about so much. I
calculate from the 9'8. I would say that this milk was adultemted to the extent of 7 or 8 per cent. of water

Mr. GEORGE WILLIAM WIGNER, swoBN.-Examined by Mr. Hopkinson:
Q. I think, Mr. Wigner, you reside in London, and you are President of the Society of Public

Analysts; and have had great experience in the analysis of milk? A. I have.
Q. What should you say WMl the fair minimum standard, if you employed the process that has been

described by Mr. Wanklyn? A. I fully agree with 9 per cent. as the limit, but I invariably calculate
upon 9'8 when adulteration is once found.

Q. Do you think that anything lower than 9 would be too low? A. Anything lower than 9 would
allow watered milk to pass j in fact 9 frequently allows watered milk to pass.

Q. Then taking the figures given by Mr. Estcourt as accurate, would you ill your judgment say that
this milk was watered to the extent of at least 4 per cent? A. If the sample had been brought by one
of my inspectors I should have certified to an adulteration of 7 per cent.

Q. What is your view with regard to the possibility of arriving at an accurate analysis of decomposed
milk ? A. It is almost useless when the decomposition has got to such a stage that there is a cheesy
smell in the milk; and it is very uncertain, even when it has not got so far as that.

Q. As regards any specific sample of milk, can you say that the original composition of milk could
be arr~ved at by making an addition to the analysis of decomposed milk? A. No, it could not.

Q. Would an addition-that might be right in one case be totally misleading in another? A. The
addition would have to be regulated by so manydifierent circumstances that one specific correction
cannot be applied. A most material thing in altering the the rate of decomposition is that watered milk
decomposea at a very different rate to genuine milk.

The Recorder: Faster? A. Generally faster.
Mr. Hopkinson: From analysing milk that was deoomposed and three or four weeks old, could you

possibly arrive at the composition of the decomposed milk? A. You might by accident come somewhat
near the truth, but there would be no oertainty.

A. You would not venture to give a certificate that milk had not been watered after analysing it
when it was three or four weeks old? A. Certainly not.

Q. Supposing yon were analysing decomposed milk three or four weeks old, would you be incapable
of pronouncing an opinion as to its original composition? A. In some cases I might be able to say
that it had been watered, but I should never be able to say that it had not been watered. If it had been
watered to the extent of 50 per ceI;lt. I could tell that.

Q. Could you, after such a lapse of time, detect a small amount of water? A. No, certainly not.
Q. Aocordingly you would not certify under such circumstances that milk had been watered or not,

unless the amount of added water were very large indeed? A. If the amount of water was very large
it would be possible to find it.

Q. Have you looked at the tables given in Dr. James Bell's book? A. I have.
Q. I think in the first column he gives the specific gravity, then he gives the amount of solids not

fat, and then the amount of solids which are fat. As Dr. Dupre has told us, the specific gravity of milk
is higher if the solids not fat are large, and lower if the solids which are fat are large? A. Yes.

Q. The specifio gravity of milk varies according to the. amount of solids which are not fat, and
inversely as the solids which are fat? A. Yes.
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Q. Have you found the Wanklyn process, with the same milk, always give the result? A. Not
exactly th~ same, but a man whil understands the work properly would lIot make a difference of more
than one-half per cent. of water.

Q. The Wal1klyn process substantially ~gives constant results? A. You have it here in three
different analyses by different men, by the Wanklyn process, unknown to one another; the water does not
differ more than '2 per cent.

Mr. Cottingham: One goes up as high as 10 per oent. of adulteration. There are not two who
agree.

The Witness: I purposely omitted one-the 10 per oent.-that is !'- fourth.
Mr. Hopkinson: If you used the Somerset House process for a number of samples, would you be

sure that that standard was too low? A. I do not think you could possibly take thltt for fonnding a
system upon. The Somerset House process could not possibly be taken for founding a standard upon.

Q. Is the reason of that, that in the Somerset House process, or the Soxhlet process, you ta.ke out as
fat a great deal that is not fat? A. That is part of the reason; but I think two more reasons should be
pointed out. The instructions given for the Somerset House prooess are not definite instruotions as to
dryness.

Mr. Cottingham: Pardon me, I must objeot to this. This gentleman oannot possibly tell what
instruotions are given at Somerset House.

The Witness: I am referring to Dr. Bell's printed book. I will alter my answer by saying Dr.
Bell's prooess, if you like.

Mr. Hopkinson: You take the instruotions as to time given? A. I take the instructions as to time.
I say it is not a speoific drying down to a certain point for which instructions are given; the instructions
are that it is to be dried only to a pasty condition. There are no two of us in this Court, even ohemists
who would agree exactly as to what a pasty condition is. Then if that condition is altered ever so little:
the amount of milk sugar extracted would be altered.

Mr. Hopkinson: I have more witnesses whom I might call, but I only propose to 01'11 this next
gentleman, Dr. Blyth.

Dr. ALEXANDER WINTER BLYTH, swoBN.-Examined by Mr. Hopkinson:
Q. nhink you are Medical Offioer of Health and Public Analyst for Marylebone? A. I am.
Q. Do you think the Wanklyn prooess is a substantially fair one for arriving at whether milk is

adulterated or not? A. I do.
Q. If that process is used, what should you say is the proper minimum standard to adopt for the

non-fatty solids? A. A silfe limit is 9. I have always held that it is too low; but still I think it is a
safe :limit to work with, and I work with it. Aooording to my individual experienoe it is too low. I
have never found a healthy oow give milk so low as 9 although I work to that limit.

Q. As applied to the analysis of milk of a dairy, would you say Mr. Estoourt's method being used that
milk had been watered if the non-fatty solids fell below 9---eould you say so safely? A. Yes.

Q. I think you have actually written a work on the subject of milk analysis, and you have paid
great attention to the subject? A. I have.

Q. With regard to analysing decomposed milk, can you obtain any trustworthy results from it ?
A. Only under certain conditions; under ordinary oonditions you certainly cannot.

Q. Would you say, that adding to the actual results of your analysis so muoh for loss by decom
position per week would bring you to any accurate results? A. No, that would be most unjust; because
I have found from experiment that, if pure drinking water is added to milk, the decomposition is very
much less than if water oontaining sewage contaminations is added to milk. There you get a different
growth altogether; you get different miorosoopio appearanoe, and the growth is very muoh more rapid.

The Reoorder: The growth of deoomposition? A. Oh yes. The growth of microsoopio organisms
are. the oause of deoomposition.

Mr. Hopkinson: If there were an average, would that lead to grossly inaccurate results as to a
partioular specimen? A. Yes.

Q. If the original oomposition of milk is sought to be arrived at by an analysis of the milk when
decomposed, and an addition is made to it of so much per week for loss by decomposition. would you
say that the result was untrustworthy? A. Oertainly.
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Q. Then- it is not the normal proportion; U is below 7 You rely upon the Table? A. I rely upon
the Table as the result of experiments and investigations.

Q. Were all these analyses your own? A. They were all made under my own superintendence.
Q. For the purpose of experimenting to see what was the standard? A. For the purpose of

ascertaining or investigating variations in the oomposition of milk.
Q. A number of these results are very abnormal ones, are not they? A. They are wide-the range

is very wide.
Q. Fat 1'92 is very out of the way? A. It is low.
Q. Leaving this book out of the question altogether-if someone brought you a specimen of milk

containing only 1'92 of fat, would not that raise strong suspicion in your mind of skimming? A. If a
Public Analyst reported a thing of that kind I should consider the case one in which the defendant ought
to prove that it was genuine milk.

Q. You would not think it unreasonable for anyone to come to the conclusion that there had bee.
skimming? A. No, I think that is fair and reasonable.

Q. The same with a great many of these low figures for non.fatty solids? A. Yes, when you go
below 8'5 I think there should be some evidence on the part of the defendant that the milk is genuine.

Q. Take for example the third item on page 22. 'rhe specific gravity is 1027'05. That is a low
specific gravity, is not it? A. Yes. It is poor milk. It has only 8'00 per oent. of non·fatty solids.

Q. It is a low specific gravity, and a very low amount of non.fatty matter-8'00 only? A. Yes.
Q. That is very low? A. We have had lower, only I have not inoluded them. I thought it in the

pubiic interest not to do so.
The Recorder: 8'00 is the lowest I see here? A. Yes.
The Recorder: You mUlt assume it is abnormal' A. Yes.
Mr. Gully: Do you say that was genuine milk? A. Yes, I do.
Q. You are quite sure that was genuine milk? A. I have no doubt whatever at all about it.
Q. Would you pass milk that was brought to you for analysis like that? Supposing the OOurtlSllt

up to you, at Somerset House, a sample to analyse which contained only 8 per cent. of non-fatty matter,
would you pass it? A. No, I should not. As I say, I consider tbat in all these cases the defsndant
ought to be called upon to shew that the milk was genuine.

Q. Supposing you lound non.fatty matter 8'00 and fat 2'81, would not you certily, if that sample
were sent to you, that it had been adulterated? A. If it were represented as a dairy sample.

The Recorder: I luppose what you mean by that is, that the oombined milk of 16 oows, producing
non-fatty matter, 8'00, and fatty matter lI·n, would be so astonishing thet you would not believe it?
A. Quite so.

Mr. Gully: The 8'00 alone would be quite enough, would not it 7 A. Yes, we should not p"88 it
Q. If that were sent up to you as a specimen without your being told that it was miI.k:from a single

oow or from a dairy, would not you refuse to ploSS th&t, lind say that it hlld been adulterated? A. Yes,
I daresay we should; but I may remark, that in cases of this kind, where it oomes on the border line, I
have invariably written to the olerk of the magistrates to ask some partioulars as to the history of the
sample.

Q. What is the lowest that you find in your dairy samples 7 A. 8'00, I think.
Q. After adding this '88 in this case you only bring this up to 8'58 ? A. Yes, I think that is so.
Q. 8'50 is the lowest of the dairy samples, and is somewhat abnormally low? A. It is.a low sample

of course.
Q. Would you pass milk at 8'007 A. If the sample of milk in every.respeot &trorded evidence

of beinl! a genuine sample we should pass it.
Q. What do you mean by that? Supposing a sample like this were sent up to you oontaining 8'00

of solids not fat, would you pass that as a dairy sample? A. It is a very general question, because we
take the fat into aocount.

Q. Does that affect the question of adulteration by water 7 A. Of oourse it doss. That is just the
difference between the Publio Analysts and us. We take, the whole of the constituents into aocount. We
have every desire to support the Publio Analysts as far as we oan, but we have always to oonsider the
others as well. If it goes below a oertain point, I say that the defendant ought to be oalled upon to
allew tilai ii is a (lenuine sample.
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With regard to this third ground of appeal, I am olearly of 0pIIDon that it is not well founded.
The words of the 22nd Section are: .. The Justices before whom any oomplaint may be made, or the
Court before whom any appeal may be heard under this Act, may, upon the request of either party in
their disoretion oause any artiole of food or drug to be sent to the Commissioners of Inland Revenue,
who shall thereupon direot the Chemioal Officers of their Department at Somerset House to make the
analysis, and give a certificate to such Justices of the result of the analysis," &c.

Now it appears to me perfectly clear that the object of the legislature was that in case of any error
fallen into by the witnesses before the Justices in the county, that they should be corrected by the
certificate sent by the authorities at Somerset House, and that the Justices or the Court of Appeal
should have the advantage of such a certificate that they might form their judgment upon it; but I do
not think that that at all takes away either the responsibility of the Justices or that of the Court of
Quarter Sessions, who must give a perfectly independent decision upon the merits of the case, of course
giving full weight to the opinion of the Chemical Officers of the Department at Somerset House;
therefore, I think that that ground of appeal fails.

Now, in this case I have before me the oath of a person wh(j) says that he supplied this milk and
that he did not in any way adulterate the milk; and in considering the judgment to which I come, I
must take into consideration, not only the scientific evidence, but the facts of the case. I cannot conceal
from myself, nor do I wish to conceal from myself, the fact that Wardle, the farmer, seems to have
acted in a perfectly straightforward way. He at once sent the samples, taken from these milk cans, to
perfectly independent analysts, who both gave a decision adverse to him. His conduct in that par
ticular leads me take a favourable view of the statements he has made, that this milk was not in any
way adulterated.

Then there eomes the scientific evidence. That is a vast amount of evidence of the very greatest
value, which goes to shew that the analysis-I decide entirely upon this analysis of Mr. Esteourt's
leads conclusively to the result that this milk was adulterated with water. Avery great deal of soientific
evidenoe is gone into to prove that oonclusion.

Now, on the other hand, there is the evidenoe of the certificate of the Somerset House Analysts,
which, I take it, I am to use for my assistanoe upon this trial; and if I am not to use it, at all events
I have the evidenoe of the gentlemen who have given the certifioate. They state that after" making the
addition for natural loss arising from the decompositiol' of the milk through keeping, the proportion
of non-fatty solids is not lower than is found in genuine mille The percentage of fat and ash are equal
to those found in ienuine milks. From a consideration of these results we are unable to affirm that
water has been added to the milk." The oorrectness of that certificate is, to my mind, corroborated by
the fact that the analysis made some three weeks after the milk had come from the cows, for all practical
purposes, produced the same results as that which was made by Mr. Estcourt; and that rather leads me
to the conolusion that the analysis could not have been at all carelessly taken or slurred over by those
gentlemen, Dr. Bell, Mr. Bannister, and Mr. Lewin. I aesume then that the analysis of Mr. Estcourt
was correct, and that the analyses of all these gentlemen, although not quite identical, were for all
practical purposes correct.

Against the oath of Mr. Wardle, and against his general demeanour and conduct, I am asked to
decide that thie water was put into this milk, upon scientific evidence, which is contradioted by the
soientifio evidence of euoh gentlemen as those who have been reoently called. This is a matter in the
nature of a criminal proceeding; and to use an expression which is alwaye ueed in criminal proceedings
to juries-and I sit here as judge and jury in this case-I must be satisfied beyond all reasonable doubt
that this man has been guilty of the offence charged against him; and I am not satisfied. H it were
necessary I would express an opinion as to the propriety of the different systems of analysis which have
been adopted, because, although I know nothing of scienoe, after hearing suoh extremely good evidence
as I have heard on both sides, if it were part of my duty, and I were bound to do it, I would give a
judgment upon that ques~ion. But it does not arise, and I am not called upon in the present case, in
the view I take of it, to give any decision whatever as to which is the best mode of analysis for milk. I
ground my decision not certainly upon any opinion that either of the analyses was incorrectly con.
ducted. I say that most absolutely. I might go furtber if it were neoessary, only it is not necessary
to say it-it appears to me tbat both analyses were skilfully and well oonducted; but it is unnecessary
for me to say that Upon the prssent occasion judicially.
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